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In this paper we prove that if a quadratic system with four finite singularities
contains a weak singularity, then there exists at most one limit cycle not surround-
ing this singularity. We also show that if the limit cycles of quadratic systems with
four finite singularities are distributed over two nests then each nest contains
exactly one limit cycle.  1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The question of finding the upper bound for the number of limit cycles
(part of Hilbert’s 16th problem [7]) of so-called quadratic systems:
{
dx
dt
=a00+a10x+a01 y+a20 x2+a11 xy+a02 y2=P2(x, y),
dy
dt
=b00+b10 x+b01 y+b20 x2+b11xy+b02 y2=Q2(x, y),
(1.1)
where (x, y) # R2, a ij , bij # R, is far from being solved. However, during the
last 40 years several properties of subclasses of quadratic systems have been
obtained; see [14].
A specific problem is to isolate subclasses containing at most one limit
cycle, either in the whole phase plane or in a subregion of the phase plane.
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The BogdanovTakens system (see, for instance [6], and quadratic systems
with an algebraic invariant curve of order at most two (see [14, 15]), are
examples of quadratic systems with at most one limit cycle in the whole
phase plane.
Conjecture 1.1. If a quadratic system contains a weak singularity,
i.e., a point (x0 , y0) where P2(x0 , y0)=Q2(x0 , y0)=0 and div(P2(x0 , y0),
Q2(x0 , y0))=0, then there exists at most one limit cycle not surrounding this
singularity. If such a limit cycle exists, it is hyperbolic.
Conjecture 1.2. In a quadratic system there exists at most one
singularity which is surrounded by more than one limit cycle. If two
singularities are surrounded by limit cycles then the unique limit cycle,
surrounding one of the singularities, is hyperbolic.
Remark 1.1. Conjecture 1.1 was posed by Professor Coppel, during a
lecture at the University of Technology Delft, 1991; see [5].
Remark 1.2. It is wellknown (see [14]) that in a given quadratic
system at most two singularities are surrounded by limit cycles and that
these singularities necessarily are foci. Conjecture 1.2 is equivalent to the
statement that if two foci occur, then one of the foci is surrounded by at
most one limit cycle. Indicating the number of limit cycles surrounding the
two foci as a pair of numbers (a, b), the conjecture implies that the only
possible limit cycle distributions in quadratic systems are (n, 1) and (n, 0)
where n # N. Examples with n # [0, 1, 2, 3] are realizable but whether n>3
is possible is still unknown.
Both conjectures are open. However, partial results have been obtained.
Without having the intention of being complete we will state some results
that confirm the conjectures for some special cases.
v A quadratic system with a non-elementary weak singularity has at
most one limit cycle [4].
v A quadratic system with two saddles, one of which is weak, and
two antisaddles, has at most one limit cycle [16].
v If a quadratic system with exactly three elementary finite
singularities has two foci then one of the foci is surrounded by at most one
(hyperbolic) limit cycle [8].
v A quadratic system with exactly two singularities, a weak focus
surrounded by at least one limit cycle and a strong focus, and at least two
singularities at infinity has at most one limit cycle surrounding the strong
focus [1].
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In this paper we prove the conjectures to be true for the class of quad-
ratic systems with four finite singularities, in the following referred to as
QS4. For some subsets of QS4 the conjectures were already proved; see
[1, 4, 8, 14, 16]. However, we will give a proof for the complete class
of QS4, which has the advantage of being relatively simple due to the
introduction of a new transformation to a Lie nard system.
Furthermore we sharpen Conjecture 1.2 to the statement that the only
possible limit cycle configurations in QS4 are (n, 0) and (1, 1), where
n # [0, 1, 2, 3] are realizable but whether n>3 is possible is still unknown.
As a bonus we obtain a simple proof that QS4 with an invariant line has
at most one limit cycle, a property which has been proved to hold true for
the general quadratic system; see [13].
2. TRANSFORMATION OF QS4 TO A LIE NARD SYSTEM
Of the four finite singularities in QS4 we position two singularities at
(0, 0) and (0, 1), if necessary by applying an affine transformation.
Then QS4 takes the form
{
dx
dt
=a10 x&a02 y+a20 x2+a11xy+a02 y2,
dy
dt
=b10x&b02 y+b20x2+b11xy+b02 y2.
(2.1)
Notice that in system (2.1) the line x=0 cannot be intersected by limit
cycles surrounding the two other singularities. This is due to the fact that
in a quadratic system a limit cycle surrounds exactly one singularity (see
[14]), and due to the direction of the flow of system (2.1) on x=0.
We transform (2.1) by introducing the new variables
{v=x,u= yx, (2.2)
which changes (2.1) into
{
du
dt
= f0(u)& f1(u)v,
dv
dt
=v(g1(u)+ g2(u)v),
(2.3)
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where
f0=b10&(b02+a10) u+a02u2,
f1=&b20+(a20&b11) u+(a11&b02) u2+a02u3,
g1=a10&a02u,
g2=a20+a11u+a02u2.
Notice that the line u=u*, where u* is a zero of f1(u), is a line without
contact for system (2.3). By (2.2) this line corresponds with the line y=u*x
in system (2.1) connecting O with a singularity at infinity. System (2.3) is
of a type studied in [15]. In [15] it was shown that the known solution
v=0 of (2.3) can be exploited to bring the system into a simple Lie nard
form by introducing the variable z replacing v according to
v=w(u) ez, where w(u) satisfies
w$
w
=&
g2
f1
. (2.4)
In order for this transformation to be real-valued, we have to distinguish
between v>0 and v<0, i.e., between the two half-planes x>0 and x<0
in (2.1). Closed orbits cannot intersect the line u=u*, where u* is a root
of f1(u). Therefore we will only consider (2.4) on intervals where f1(u) has
fixed sign. Hence w(u) is analytic on these intervals.
If v>0, then we choose w(u) to be positive and if v<0, then we choose
the same w(u) but with a minus sign. Using (2.4) and the rescaling of time
dtd{=&1f1(u) w(u) system (2.3) transforms to
{
du
d{
=ez&F(u),
dz
d{
=&g(u),
(2.5)
where
F(u)=
f0(u)
f1(u) w(u)
, g(u)=
&(g1(u) f1(u)+ g2(u) f0(u))
f 21(u) w(u)
(2.6)
and w(u) satisfies (2.4) and is positive for x>0 and is negative for x<0 in
the original system.
Remark 2.1. The function w(u) is not specified any further since we will
not use it in the following.
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The crucial function for determining uniqueness of limit cycles will be
f (u)g(u), where f (u)#dF(u)du. By (2.6) we get
f (u)
g(u)
=
df0(u)
du
} f1(u)& f0(u) }
df1(u)
du
+ g2(u) f0(u)
&(g1(u) f1(u)+ g2(u) f0(u))
. (2.7)
Expression (2.7) does not contain w(u). Even though theoretically we
have to deal with two Lie nard systems (2.5) (taking the two cases x>0
and x<0 into account), in practice we have to investigate only the
function (2.7),
f (u)
g(u)
=
(a10+a11+b02) a02u3+c1u2+c2u+c3
(a10b02&a02b11&b10 a02+a11b02) u2+c4u+c5
, (2.8)
where the constants ci depend on the coefficients aij , bij .
Remark 2.2. The denominator of f (u)g(u) is quadratic, because the
zeros of g(u) correspond to the singularities of the system. Of the original
four singularities of system (2.1), the two singularities lying on the axis
x=0 were eliminated through the transformations (2.2) and (2.4).
3. SOME THEOREMS FOR LIE NARD EQUATIONS
The reason why the transformations of Section 2 were applied, bringing
QS4 into the form of (2.5), is that several theorems exist which guarantee
the uniqueness of limit cycles for systems of the form
{
dx
dt
=9( y)&F(x),
dy
dt
=&g(x).
(3.1)
In the literature system (3.1) is referred to as a generalized Lie nard system.
For Conjectures 1.1, 1.2 stated in Section 1, we will use the following
reformulation of a theorem of Zhang [17, 18]; see [10].
Theorem 3.1. Let f (x)#dF(x)dx and g(x) be continuously differen-
tiable functions on the open interval (r1 , r2) and let 9( y) be a continuously
differentiable function on R, such that
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(i) d9dy>0, \y # R;
(ii) there exists x0 # (r1 , r2) such that (x&x0) g(x)>0 for x{x0 ,
and g(x0)=0;
(iii) one of the following two conditions holds: either
(a) _c # R such that f (x)&cg(x) has no zeros, or
(b) \c # R, f (x)&cg(x) has no multiple zeros.
Then in the strip r1<x<r2 system (3.1) has no limit cycles if case (iiia)
holds and it has at most one limit cycle, which is hyperbolic if it exists, if case
(iiib) holds.
Since in our case 9( y)=ey (see (2.5)), condition (i) is always satisfied
and then condition (ii) is equivalent with system (3.1) having exactly
one singularity, which is an antisaddle. Since for a quadratic system a
limit cycle always surrounds exactly one focus (see [14]), it is easy to
understand that in our case condition (ii) is also satisfied.
A corollary of Theorem 3.1 occurring often in applications was proved
by Kooij [9]:
Theorem 3.2. Let condition (i) in Theorem 3.1 be satisfied and assume
that f (x)=p(x)r(x), g(x)=q(x)r(x), where p, q are polynomials of degree
at most two and the function r(x) is analytic on (r1 , r2). Then system (3.1)
has at most one limit cycle in the strip r1<x<r2, which is hyperbolic if it
exists.
4. RESULTS FOR QS
First, we consider Conjecture 1.1 of Section 1. It follows from [2, 3] that
for QS4 with a weak singularity only one singularity can be surrounded by
limit cycles. Therefore we choose the two singularities on the line x=0 in
Section 2 in such a way that the singularity where the divergence of the
vector field vanishes (i.e., the weak singularity) is located at (0, 1), while
the origin is a singularity not surrounded by limit cycles. If we now apply
the transformations (2.2) and (2.4) to system (2.1) then we obtain the
Lie nard system (2.5), where f g is given by (2.8). Since a10+a11+b02=0
is equivalent with (0, 1) being a weak singularity of system (2.1), it follows
that the cubic term in the numerator of (2.8) vanishes. Then by (2.3), (2.4),
and (2.6) we have
f (u)=
c1 u2+c2u+c3
r(u)
, g(u)=
c6 u2+c4u+c5
r(u)
, (4.1)
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with r(u)= f 21(u) w(u), where f1(u)=&b20+(a20&b11) u+(a11&b02) u
2+
a02 u3. Closed orbits cannot intersect the line u=u*, where u* is a root of
f1(u). Therefore we will only consider (4.1) on intervals where f1(u) has a
fixed sign and hence r(u) is analytic on these intervals. From (4.1) it follows
that we can apply Theorem 3.2 to prove the following:
Theorem 4.1. For a quadratic system with four finite singularities
Conjecture 1.1 holds true.
Remark 4.1. The conditions of Theorem 3.2 are also satisfied if a02=0,
because then the cubic term in the numerator of (2.8) also vanishes. This
corresponds to the case of an invariant line x=0 in system (2.1).
For Conjecture 1.2 we choose the singularities in system (1.1) on (0, 0)
and (0, 1) in a special way. It is well known, (see [14]) that at least two
of the four singularities in QS4 have real eigenvalues for its Jacobian
matrix; i.e., at least two of the four singularities are node or saddle.
Two such singularities are placed on (0, 0) and (0, 1). Since in a quad-
ratic system a limit cycle has to surround a unique singularity, necessarily
a focus, and due to the direction of the flow of (2.1) on x=0 it follows that
no limit cycles can intersect the line x=0. Our next claim is that this can
be done (after applying an additional linear transformation if necessary) in
such a way that the two remaining singularities lie in the half-plane y>0
and such that the line y=0 is not crossed by limit cycles surrounding either
of the two remaining singularities. This claim is proved in Appendix A. As
we are interested in the case where the two remaining singularities are both
surrounded by limit cycles, these singularities necessarily have to be foci;
see [14]. Therefore one focus has to be situated in the first quadrant while
the other is located in the second quadrant. If not, then it would follow
from Berlinskii’s theorem (see Appendix B) that one of the singularities
would be a saddle.
For f g in system (2.5) we have
f (u)
g(u)
=
(a10+a11+b02) a02u3+d1u2+d2u+d3
d4u2+d5u+d6
, (4.2)
where the constants di depend on the coefficients aij , bij .
We will assume that there is no invariant line x=0 or weak singularity
in the system (in both cases the result of Theorem 3.1 confirms Conjecture
1.2), i.e., (a10+a11+b02) a02 {0.
By the transformations (2.2), (2.4) the singularities of system (2.1) in the
first and second quadrants are mapped onto the singularities of system
(2.5), (u0 , ln(F(u0))), (u1 , ln(F(u1))), respectively, where u0>0 and u1<0
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are zeros of g(u). Furthermore u=0 is not crossed by limit cycles sur-
rounding these two singularities.
To prove Conjecture 1.2 for QS4 we will check condition (iii) of
Theorem 3.1.
The function K(u)# f (u)&cg(u) satisfies K(u)=( f (u)&cg~ (u))r(u),
where f (u)=(a10+a11+b02) a02u3+d1 u2+d2u+d3 , g~ (u)=d4u2+d5 u+
d6 and the function r(u) is described in the proof of Theorem 4.1. We are
interested in intervals where r(u) has a fixed sign hence we will study
K (u)# f (u)&cg~ (u), because on these intervals the zeros of K(u) and K (u)
are the same with the same multiplicity. Since (a10+a11+b02) a02 {0 this
is a cubic function \c # R. Note that it is not possible that \c # R, K (u) has
one zero. For c=0 K(u)= f (u) and as f (u) is proportional to the
divergence of system (2.5), by the Bendixson criterion f (u) needs to change
its sign both for u>0 and u<0.
The following possibilities remain:
(1) \c # R, K (u) has three zeros. Since K (u) is a cubic polynomial it
follows that all zeros will be simple. Therefore in this case condition (iiib)
is satisfied, both for u>0 and for u<0. It follows that system (2.5) has at
most one limit cycle in u>0, surrounding (u0 , ln(F(u0))), and at most one
limit cycle in u<0, surrounding (u1 , ln(F(u1))). This implies that for this
case the possible distributions of the limit cycles for the quadratic system
(2.1) are (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1) and (1, 1). It is easy to give examples which
realize these distributions, see [14].
(2) _c # R such that K (u) has one zero, say c and u . This implies that,
depending on the sign of u , either for u>0 or for u<0, the function K c (u)
has no zeros. Hence condition (iiia) is satisfied either for u>0 or for u<0.
This implies that at least one of the two singularities is not surrounded by
limit cycles.
Remark 4.2. In case (2) the number of limit cycles in the region where
K c (u) has a zero is unknown. In fact, this problem is equivalent to the 16th
Hilbert problem for QS4.
Cases (1) and (2) immediately imply the correctness of and even sharpen
Conjecture 1.2 for QS4:
Theorem 4.2. For the class of quadratic systems with four finite
singularities the following is true: if one singularity is surrounded by more
than one limit cycle then no other singularity is surrounded by limit cycles.
If it is surrounded by one limit cycle, then there can be at most one limit
cycle surrounding another singularity. In the latter case both limit cycles are
hyperbolic.
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Remark 4.3. The conclusion of Theorem 4.2 also holds true for QS3,
i.e,. quadratic systems with three finite singularities. If this were not true
then a small perturbation of QS3 bringing it into QS4 would give rise to
a contradiction. Therefore Theorem 4.2 is an extension and improvement of
[8].
Remark 4.4. In [12] it is claimed (Theorem 2) that the (2, 1) distribu-
tion of limit cycles is possible for quadratic systems with three anti saddles
and one saddle. Obviously, this claim contradicts Theorem 4.2. We will
point out the mistake made in [12] in Appendix C.
5. APPENDIX A
We will prove that for QS4 with no invariant line the following is true:
there exists a line through a singularity with real eigenvalues, which is not
crossed by any limit cycle such that the other three singularities lie on one
side of the line. To prove this we use the canonical form for QS4 used by
Kukles and Khasanova [11],
{
dx
dt
=a1x(1&x)+b1 y(1&y)+(:1a1+:2 b1) xy,
dy
dt
=b2 x(1&x)+a2 y(1& y)+(:1b2+:2a1) xy,
(A.1)
where :1=(:&1);, :2=(;&1):.
In (A.1) the singularities lie at (0, 0), (1, 0), (0, 1), (:, ;). We assume the
singularity that is either a saddle or a node is located at (0, 0). Without loss
of generality we can assume that (:, ;) is situated in the first quadrant.
Since we assume that (A.1) has no invariant line b1 {0. Hence we can
apply a rescaling of time such that b1=1.
The above statement translates into the following: there exists a line
y=+x, +<0, which is not crossed by limit cycles.
Investigating the vector field at y=+x, we get
y* &+x* |y=+x=x(b2+(a2&a1) +&+2+x(&b2+(:1 b2+:2 a1+a1) +
&(a2+:1 a1+:2) +2++3))
#x( p1(+)+p2(+)x).
It is easy to check that a zero of p1(+)=0 corresponds to the direction of
a real eigenvector at O (such an eigenvector exists by assumption) while a
zero of p2(+)=0 corresponds to a critical point at infinity of (A.1). We will
distinguish three cases:
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(a) b2=0. Then y=0 is an invariant line of (A.1) so we exclude this
case.
(b) b2>0. Since p1(+)=b2+(a2&a1) +&+2, _+ <0 such that
p1(+)=0.
(c) b2<0 Since p2(+)=&b2+(:1 b2+:2a1+a1) +&(a2+:1a1+
:2) +2++3 it follows that p2(0)=&b2>0 while lim+  & p2(+)=&.
Hence _+ <0 such that p2(+ )=0.
Since in a quadratic system limit cycles have to surround a unique
singularity, necessarily a focus (see [14]), it follows that limit cycles cannot
cross y=+ x. Note that for case (b) all trajectories of (A.1) cross y=+ x in
the same direction while for case (b) the trajectories cross y=+ x in the
opposite direction for x>0 and x<0.
6. APPENDIX B
Berlinskii’s Theorem. Suppose that a quadratic system has four finite
singularities. If the quadrilateral with vertices at these singularities is convex
then two opposite singularities are saddles and the other two are antisaddles
(nodes, foci, or centers). If the quadrilateral is not convex then either the
three exterior vertices are saddles and the interior vertex is an antisaddle or
the exterior vertices are antisaddles and the interior vertex is a saddle.
The proof of Berlinskii’s theorem can be found in [14].
7. APPENDIX C
We will prove that Theorem 2 of [12], which states that the (2,1)
distribution of limit cycles can occur for quadratic systems with three anti
saddles and one saddle, is incorrect.
In [12] the canonical form for QS4 suggested by Kukles 6 Khasanova
[11] is used:
{
dx
dt
=a1x(1&x)+b1 y(1&y)+(:1a1+:2 b1) xy,
dy
dt
=b2 x(1&x)+a2 y(1&y)+(:1b2+:2a1) xy,
(A.2)
where :1=(:&1);, :2=(;&1):.
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In (A.2) the singularities lie at O(0, 0), A(0, 1), B(1, 0), and C(:, ;).
It is assumed that :, ;>0, :+;<1, and a1a2&b1b2>0. Then O, A and
B are anti saddles, while C is a saddle, located inside the triangle ABC.
It is shown in [12] that for b=b01=:;(((:+;&1);) a1&a2) the
AndronovHopf bifurcation occurs at A.
Furthermore a bifurcation diagram is suggested for limit cycles sur-
rounding A; see Fig. C.1.
In this figure H denotes the AndronovHopf bifurcation curve, Hoc the
bifurcation of a homoclinic orbit passing through C, and SS the occurrence
of a semi-stable limit cycle. At the intersection point of Hoc and SS, system
(A.2) has a homoclinic orbit, passing through a weak saddle. Note that for
region I one limit cycle surrounds A while for region II two limit cycles
surround A.
For two reasons Fig. C.1 does not suffice to describe the bifurcation
diagram of limit cycles surrounding A. First of all the limit cycle around A
might expand to become an unbounded heteroclinic cycle passing through
two saddles at infinity (numerical experiments show that this case indeed
can occur). Second, if the straight line
&:a1&;a2+
;(;&1)
:
b1+
:(:&1)
;
b2=0, (A.3)
indicating that C is a weak saddle, does not intersect the bifurcation curve
Hoc, then the corresponding bifurcation diagram would be simpler with
the consequence that at most one limit cycle would surround A.
Theorem 2 in [12] states that the (2,1) distribution of limit cycles for
system (A.2) can exist because it is claimed that Fig. C.1 is the correct
bifurcation diagram, also if a1+a2=0, i.e., when O is a (first order) weak
focus. By choosing a couple (b1 , b2) from region II in Fig. C.1, and next by
FIG. C.1. Conjectured bifurcation diagram for limit cyles surrounding A.
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bifurcating a limit cycle surrounding O through the AndronovHopf bifur-
cation, the (2, 1) distribution of limit cycles is ‘‘proved.’’
Next, we will show that for a1+a2=0 Fig. C.1 cannot be the correct
bifurcation diagram for limit cycles surrounding A.
Suppose that O is a weak focus and that Fig. C.1 is the correct bifurca-
tion diagram. Denote the intersection of Hoc and SS by S. Then S is
located on the straight line *, defined by (A.3), denoting that C is a weak
saddle. From :, ;>0, :+;<1 it follows that the slope of * is negative,
hence that there are points on * which belong to region I. But this implies
that system (A.2) can have a limit cycle while possessing both a weak focus
(O) and a weak saddle (C). This contradicts a theorem in [14].
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